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INTRODUCTION TO META BINGO
The team and I, realizing that our audience will be very different, have tried to
convey our idea in the simplest possible terms. 
   Now the classic game of millions of people is available for earnings, mining, and
just for interesting way of spending time. We are always ready to answer any your
questions in our official social networks. Let's get started and make this world
more interesting.

The game known to millions had been originated in Italy. Bingo has a very
interesting history. At first it had been called as Lo Giuoco Del Lotto D'Italia and
had been mentioned in the sources of 1530. The term “lotto” is translated as "fate,
destiny". 
     One day, one Italian city had been mired in corruption, so it had been decided to
elect a governor “as fate had willed." The parties had decided to take out numbers
in random order, one of which had determined the new governor. The game had
been modernized by American businessman Edwin Lowe. In times of the financial
crisis, his children's toy company had to close down. So Lowe had started looking
for a new business.

Yes, we are the ones who will do it! We are giving a new breath to the classic game
with a century history, we will give an opportunity to get acquainted with Bingo to
a young progressive generation, we continue an unfinished history…. For you, a
completely new unparalleled game META BINGO. You heard right Bingo is now
Crypto.
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the following goals:
- Popularizing the classic game of Bingo and giving it a new
meaning
- Creation of a platform where people from different parts
of the world will gather, united by one idea of the game and
profit.
- Creation of a powerful and numerical community in our
club. People who can influence the course of history and
the behavior of the cryptocurrency market
- To show everyone a new cryptocurrency mining
opportunity through the simplest manipulation
- To offer the world a new solution for exchanging passion
for earnings
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N The global idea of the project is creating an
opportunity for you to play a simple and
understandable game, at the same time receiving
a win in the form of our $BNG token, as well as
bonuses and gifts in the form of our unique NFTs.

We want to revive a wonderful game that, with the
help of the crypto world with that we are already
familiar, will become “the number 1” game for
future generations. We will change your passion
into your money. META BINGO CLUB has set itself
the task of making Bingo accessible to everyone.

Gamers

Fans of Bingo classics
There are not so many opportunities, places, or platforms for Bingo lovers today
where they can spend several hours with their favorite game. With our project, we will
give them such an opportunity 24/7 

Crypto Community
We can’t ignore the fact that not every person in the world will play our game, not
everyone will be interested in the game itself, but the opportunity to receive
profitably and soon to exchange their savings of our token, our NFTs will certainly
attract attention. Membership in our club solves this problem.

For young people who can’t imagine their life without a game, adrenaline, excitement,
of course, there is a niche in our club. Moreover, we will teach you how to get profit in
return for the time spent, a nice bonus without any investment. Just play, after, just
take it. Investors 
For people with investment experience, we offer the opportunity to invest in a new
and promising $BNG token, as well as the opportunity to earn by receiving daily profit
from owning an NFT card. P
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THE GAME

The player enters the game

META BINGO is the game based on AI, that will be available to our users both in
Android and iOS mobile applications as well as in a computer browser. Smart
contracts that have been written by our developers are responsible for all
transactions related to the movement of the $BNG token and our NFTs.
The mechanics of the game will be very simple and accessible to every person on
the planet. Those who are familiar with classic Bingo will immediately be able to
immerse themselves in the gameplay. Only a piece of progress has been added.

The goal of the game and at the same time the win in it, as in the classic Bingo, will
be a filled card that consists of 24 numbers.
The reward will be a profit in the form of $BNG token, prize cards and NFT. There
are also many tournaments for regular players and investors in the game.

When the player enters or the application on the metabingo.club smartphone, the player
first of all connects his MetaMask wallet, thereby showing the presence of either a free
mint card or a game card and, based on the availability of NFT, gets access to the site.

The player creates a game, indicates its name, sets the rate, and the number of game
cards in the game, selects from the available cards those that he wants to play with or
enters an already created pool in accordance with his rank.

Players who have created their own social circle can create a game with a password, with
the ability to adjust bets and play only with friends.

Access to the game will be provided by the player who has created the game using a pin
code. The rules of the game inside the pool remain unchanged (see the game in the pool
silver, gold, platinum, brilliant).



INTERPLAY OF THE WALLET
The amount of certain tokens or $BNG is deducted from the metamask in
accordance with the specified bet of the game, waits when the other players will
join, each player who has entered puts a bet that is determined by the creator of
the game and selects game cards from the list of available cards. If the number of
cards that a player has is less than that specified in the game, then entry into the
game is not available.

CREATING A GAME
In the game interface there will be a list of games created by players and / or tournaments where the name of the game, bet,
the number of game cards and players, the maximum number of players “6” at one table will be indicated. The some of all bets
will be the prize fund, with the exception of the Jack-Pot savings fund, as well as commission to the liquidity fund. (see
Economics section).
The prize fund will be displayed in the game interface, and it will be reduced when the winnings are paid out to each player
after pressing the BINGO button.

GAME PROGRESS
The playing field displays a dial with drop-down numbers. The player sees only his game card.1.

2. The player crosses out the numbers manually. The numbers drop out at a constant rate in 4 second
intervals. Closing the figure is available within 12 seconds from the time when the number is announced.
Closed numbers are marked with a cross.

3. When the entire card is closed, the player has the opportunity to press the Bingo button, when he has
pressed, he receives a win and stops participating in the game. In this case, it is possible to observe
further the progress of the game.

4. The player who has closed the entire card receives the entire prize pool.
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:
BNG giveaway function for game NFT owners (staking) - the owner of the purchased
NFT card will receive a certain amount of $BNG tokens for participating in games,
depending on the rank of the NFT. 

Enter the game

Create a pool 

Play in the LOW pool for the native $BNG token 

The player who owns the title NFT can, on an equal
basis with other participants, play for any stakes, play
on tournaments, except for pools, in sections with
paid NFTs 
Take part in the BINGO-JACKPOT drawing of the
general price pool

The player receives a random game card
automatically and it burns out at the end of the game
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: Enter the game according to your rank (silver, gold, platinum,
brilliant) 
Create a pool in the appropriate rate range

Participate in the BINGO-JACKPOT of your price pool or lower
price pool. 
The silver, gold, platinum, brilliant card remains with the owner
and/or can be resold, participate in any game of the
corresponding rank. Play on tournaments
BNG distribution function for game NFT owners (staking) - the
owner of the purchased NFT card will receive a certain amount
of $BNG token for participation in games, depending on the NFT
rank (silver, gold, platinum, brilliant)
Ranked NFT: Also, players will be rewarded with ranked unique
NFTs, including for participation in tournaments, which will
bring players certain bonuses in the form of receiving a BNG
token and other prizes.



GAME POOLS

Platinum POOLGold POOLSilver POOLLow POOL
Game at low rates 
(0,01-10 $BNG) for

the holders of Titles 
NFT, Silver, Gold, 

Platinum, Brilliant.

Brilliant POOL
Game at average rates 

(0,01-30 $BNG) for 
the holders of Titles 

NFT Silver, Gold, 
Platinum, Brilliant.

 

Game at higher rates 
(0,01-50 $BNG) for 
the holders of Titles 
NFT Gold, Platinum, 

Brilliant.
 

Game at high rates 
(0,01-100 $BNG) for 
the holders of Titles 

NFT Platinum, 
Brilliant.

Game with premium 
rates (0,01-unlimited 

$BNG) only for the 
holders of Titles NFT 

Brilliant.

Play-Off tournaments and JACKPOT game are held monthly.
For each game POOL, a separate prize fund will be formed, from deductions from the game rates of 

each individual price pool, in the amount of 2% of each played game.
The game takes place according to the rules of Bingo, except for the closing of lines (1,2,3 lines). Only 

a completely closed game card will be counted.
NFT tournament is being held at discretion of the administration, the prize fund is the receipt of paid 

or ranked NFT.
 



META BINGO GAME RULES
Players owning a title or paid NFT are allowed to play.
The game involves a lottery drum with 75 numbered balls that fall out randomly. The number drawn is marked on 
the card by each player. The goal of the game is to fill the set figure or the entire playing field with numbers. The 
winner is the player who closed a certain figure or the entire card. The game has the following figures: “Line 
horizontal”, “Line vertical” and “Fully closed card”

Closed 1 horizontal line 
(counts both vertically 

and horizontally)

Closed 1 vertical line or 
2 lines (counts both 

vertically and 
horizontally)

 

3 lines closed (counted 
both vertically and 

horizontally or 
combined)

 

The whole card is 
closed

max win

Horizontal and vertical lines can be situated in different positions. A winning card is counted on which the vertical
and/or horizontal line is completely filled. The player who has filled in one of the figures can leave the game having
received the corresponding win or continue the game while refusing to pay the winnings for the filled figure (“a
line”, “two lines” or “three lines”). To indicate the exit from the game (if there is a win), the player presses the
“BINGO” button. The game session is considered completed after the victory of one of the players (closing the full
field) or after all the balls have fallen out of the our lottery generator.



BNG per day

Title NFT Silver NFT Card Gold NFT Card Platinum NFT Card Brilliant NFT Card

500 

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 

HOLDER REWARDS 
(NFT STAKING)

The first 20.000 players who mint the title
NFT will receive a free 50 $BNG as a bonus.



GAME ECONOMICS

2% - platform commission
(maintenance of game servers)

3% - of the played pot forms a jackpot accumulative bank,
which is regularly played out among the players

5% - the bank forms a liquidity fund of the $BNG
token (permanent increase in the value of the token)

90% - of the pot being played will be distributed among the players

98% for Players and Community



Absolutely everyone can easily become a part
of the big META BINGO CLUB family. 
      
    We have created a staking page that will
allow you to earn our BNG token on a
completely passive basis. Convenient and clear
design, the presence of staking functions and
the withdrawal of tokens every minute. 
     
       The $BNG token is the first step to wealth
as our team has worked hard to empower every
person on the planet. The main condition for
starting mining: this is the mint of our NFT card,
the mining speed increases when buying more
NFT cards, and so on ad infinitum. 

    In the near future, the BNG token will be
listed on Binance, ByBit, KuCoin and OKX
crypto exchanges. We do not install token locks.
Use the opportunity of mining

MINING DAPP



$BNG  TOKEN 

CONTRACT

POLYGON

0x031E995926966156484B5b3159628d68e5335d1c

For our token, we have chosen the 
Polygon blockchain ecosystem. And 

this is not coincidence, just this 
blockchain has a high degree of 

decentralization, a low commission, 
an excellent transaction speed, a 

number of transactions per second. 
Also the ability to integrate with 
Ethereum and DeFi projects that 

have been already implemented and 
are working.

BNG
The native token of the META 

BINGO CLUB project is named after 
the century-old game of the same 
name. It carries all the advantages 
of the blockchain on which it was 

created. A token that will become in 
line with BNB and BTC, because of 
the rapidly growing META BINGO 

community.
 
 

Total Issue: 
3,000,000,000

Ticker
$BNG



LEGAL NOTICES 
(META BINGO CLUB AND $BNG)
This document is not an offer of selling or a solicitation of offers to
purchase units of BNG and/or some other asset, whether
blockchain based or otherwise. Any information with the respect to
Bingo Club, BNG and/or units thereof, and/or other items,
functions, features and/or abilities of the game are only for
information purposes only and will not be relied upon when
deciding whether and how to engage in Bingo Club and/or
purchase BNG. In particular, nothing in this document will
constitute or be deemed to constitute a representation and/or
warranty of Meta Bingo Club and/or any of its directors, officers,
employers or other related parties. Meta Bingo Club reserves the
right, within its sole discretion, to modify to amend some and all
items, functions, features and/or abilities of Bingo Club and/or
BNG described herein without notice. Meta Bingo Club has the
right, but no obligation or intention to update, keep updated or
revise this document or any parts thereof (including any forward-
looking statement) following the date hereof, except as required
by applicable law.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the information
contained herein shall, in particular, not constitute an offer to sell
or the solicitation of an offer to buy, in any jurisdiction in which
such offer or solicitation would be unlawful prior to registration,
exemption from registration or qualification under the securities
laws of such jurisdiction. Copies of this document may not be sent
to jurisdictions, or distributed in or sent from jurisdictions, in which
this is barred or prohibited by law.

This document is not for publication or
distribution in the United States of America
(including its territories and possessions, any
State of the United States and the District of
Columbia) or any other jurisdiction into which
the same would be unlawful. In particular, the
document and the information contained
herein should not be distributed or otherwise
transmitted into the United States of America
or to publications with a general circulation in
the United States of America. 
This document may contain specific forward-
looking statements, e.g. statements including
terms like "believe", "assume", "expect",
"forecast", "project", "may", "could", "might",
"will" or similar expressions. Such forward-
looking statements are subject to known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors
which may result in a substantial divergence
between the actual items, functions, features
and/or abilities of Bingo Club or BNG and
those explicitly or implicitly presumed in
these statements. Against the background of
these uncertainties, readers should not rely
on forward-looking statements. Neither Meta
Bingo Club, nor any of its directors, officers,
employees or other related parties assume
any responsibility to update forward-looking
statements or to adapt them to future events
or developments.
Bingo ClubTM, the Bingo Club logo and BNG
TM are trademarks of Meta Bingo Club, please
refer to Meta Bingo Club and/or any current
fair use policy published by Meta Bingo Club
from time to time (if any) prior to using any of
these marks and designations.



THANKYOU
DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTION?


